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Abstract. This paper presents an intelligent tabu search (TS) approach for solving a complex real-world nurse
rostering problem (NRP). Previous study has suggested that improvement on neighborhoods and smart
intensification of a TS could produce faster and fitted solution. In order to enhance the TS, this paper introduces
an improvement to the neighborhoods and explores on the neighborhoods exploitations of TS to solve the NRP.
The methodology consists of two phases: initialization and neighborhood. The semi-random initialization is
employed for finding a good initial solution during the initialization phase which avoids the violation of hard
constraints, while the neighborhood phase is established for further improving the solution quality with a special
representation and innovative neighborhood generations within TS algorithm. The aim is to move sample points
towards a high-quality solution while avoiding local optima by utilising a calculated force value. It is observed
that the enhancement strategy could improve the solution quality of the constructed roster. It is concluded that
the TS with enhancements approach is able to assign effective and efficient shift duties for the NRP especially
when related with real-world working regulations and nurses preferences.

Keywords: Nurse rostering problem / heuristics / nurse preference / tabu search / initial solution /
neighborhood generation
1 Introduction

Personnel scheduling exists in various fields, such as,
healthcare, transportation, education, and sports [1]. Nurse
scheduling problem (NRP) is considered as this type of
problem where it focuses on the allocation of nurses to
execute nursing services per shift per day in certain
duration of time subject to a set of constraints.
The constraints are defined by working regulations and
nurses preferences and are usually very hard to satisfy
especially for the real-world large scale of NRPs. It is known
that through an efficient scheduling activity, nursing services
and hospital operations can lead to an effective working
condition and contribute to a higher quality of services [2].

NRP belongs to combinatorial optimization problem,
which is classified to be NP-hard [3]. In solving real cases, it
is known that NRP is very difficult to solve due to its
problem size, complexity and highly constrained task. It is
possible that no feasible solutions to such NRP would exist
because of the large number of constraints that the
scheduling attempts to satisfy. For this reason, the
constraints are divided into two; hard and soft. The hard
constraint must always be adhered to produce feasible
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solution. On the other hand, the soft constraint may be
violated but need to be satisfied as much as possible to be of
good quality scheduling. Examples of hard constraint
within NRP are mandatory workdays constraints, ordering
constraints and night shift constraints. Meanwhile,
individual nurse preferences and special requests from
the nurses are considered as soft constraints.

A wide variety of methodologies and models have been
recognized to deal with different problem circumstances
within the NRPs during the years. These include
mathematical programming [4,5], constraint programming
[6], constraint satisfaction [7] and meta-heuristics such as
tabu search [8], simulated annealing [9], genetic algorithm
[10], bee algorithm [11], hyper-heuristic [12], particle
swarm optimization [13], harmony search algorithm [14],
variable neighborhood search [15] and also its hybridiza-
tion [16]. Nevertheless, most of the recent works on the
NRPs attempted on various meta-heuristics approaches
due to the search procedures that can escape from local
optima and solve the NRP instance in an acceptable time
limit. For a recent review on population based approaches
for physician scheduling see [17].

Among the meta-heuristic approaches which give the
best feasible solution and has proven to be very efficient on
a variety of problems is the Tabu Search (TS) [18,19].
The TS is a very efficient technique in dealing with various
monsAttribution License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0),
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combinatorial problems, which can be adopted for single or
multi-objective problems. It has been recognized success-
fully in solving many practical optimization problems
[19,20]. [18] defined that themost important distinguishing
property of the TS is as the exploitation of adaptive form of
memory. These take the form of short-term memory
strategies (i.e., tabu list and aspiration criteria) and long-
term memory strategies (e.g., intensification and diversifi-
cation). The TS is quite established because of its solution
quality and its efficient algorithm [21]. Various cases that
were explored, among others, consist of control mechanism
for the tabu tenure of TS, objective function with the
automatic control mechanism based on weight, and the
enlargement of the search neighborhood [20].

In a previous study, [22] employed hybrid TS approach
to NRP in Belgian hospitals. The TS associated with
specific problem solving heuristics has shown to contribute
better quality rosters. In another study, [21] effectively
produced roster for a large hospital using variant of TS that
oscillates between searching the feasible cover and
improved the preference cost. Besides, the study incorpo-
rated different neighborhood, candidate lists and tabu list.
The tabu lists used are called as short nurse tabu list and
day-night tabu list that prevent cycle during the search.
A large neighborhood related with chain moves is
introduced to ensure that the search visit many local
optima. [2] used a hyper-heuristic method incorporated
with tabu search as high-level heuristics and a number of
low-level heuristics that oppose each other based on the
rules motivated by reinforcement learning principal for
solving NRP. A tabu list of heuristics is introduced to avoid
certain heuristics from being chosen at certain times during
the search. Study by [16] optimized the initial solutions
using a local search with a 2-opt neighborhood and a tabu
search. Their method compared very favorably with a
constrained programming approach. The best neighbor-
hood solution is selected as the next iterate. At each
iteration, the method searches for the best candidate in
some neighborhoods of the current solution. In order to
avoid cycles, the algorithm keeps a dynamical list of
prohibited moves and at some point, migrates to a solution
that is worse than the current solution.

Several studies have been carried out previously to
solve NRP but there is no one solution technique that can
be considered as the best [23]. As an effort, some of the
recent works [10,24] attempted to solve NRP by using
various search techniques, including TS with its efficiency
and success as discussed earlier. However, the work by [8]
suggested that improvement on neighborhoods and smart
intensification could produce faster andmore fitted output.
Hence, it has motivated the work in this paper, which
strived to explore on the improvement of the neighbor-
hoods for the NRP and thus, suggests a promising solution
approach. It discusses how exploitations on the neighbor-
hoods in relation to TS approach are taken advantage to
solve the NRP. Moreover, this study also introduced a
semi-random initialization method to initiate a solution.
The advantage of using this method is that it avoids the
violation of hard constraints whereas in other initialization
method such as greedy initialization, it cannot guarantee
the hard constraints compliance.
A description on the real world NRP and the TS
approach are explained in Section 2 and Section 3. Section 4
provides the implementation and analysis of the results.
Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section 5 with some
future directions.
2 The real-world NRP

This study focuses on a case study that has been examined
by [25] in a general hospital in Malaysia. The aim is to
generate a two weeks nurse schedule and at the same time
focusing on producing a good quality roster. The number of
nurses considered in this study is 39, which is a large ward
at a Malaysian general hospital. There are three different
shift types in a day: morning (M), evening (E) and night
(N) shifts. The M and E shifts are regular shifts, which
carry seven or eight hours of nursing duties. TheN shift can
be varied with equal to or longer hours than theM or the E
shifts. For instance, the M shift can start from 7.00 am to
2.00 pm, the E shift can start from 2.00 pm to 9.00 pm, and
the N shift can be from 9.00 pm to 7.00 am.

Each nurse can be assigned to only one shift per day and
normally the overtime shift is not allowed. In this
environment, it is possible that there is no official allocation
of rest or meal breaks during work shifts. Subsequently,
nurses can take theirmeals in their units onlyandwithin that
shift hours depending on allowable situations. Due to this
restriction, this study will not consider the meal breaks
allocation. The objective of this study is to develop a nurse
roster that satisfies the nurses preferences as much as
possible hence, the job satisfaction among the nurses is
increased.

The following rules are considered as hard constraints
andmust always bemet to generate feasible and acceptable
roster.

–
 Each nurse cannot work more than k consecutive days.

–
 Assign each week a weekly off-day.

–
 Avoidance of working shift patterns that might adversely
affect nurses health.
–
 Minimumnurse skill level required for each working shift.

–
 Each nurse takes on only one working shift.

–
 Minimum number of night shifts.

–
 Every nurse is not permitted to work night shifts followed
by morning shifts or evening shifts.
–
 The roster must follow the biological clock. For example,
night shift should follow after evening shift and evening
shift should follow after morning shift.

In order to evaluate the quality of the obtained
schedule, the following soft constraints are considered:

–
 The nurse preferences for longer off days.

–
 Avoid assigning a morning shift or evening shift followed
by a night shift.
–
 Avoid isolated working shifts or off days.

–
 A balanced number of mornings, evening and night shifts
must be made available to all the nurses through the
coverage over the assignment of nurses in different shifts
in a day in each skill level.

Details of further descriptions of the constraints are
discussed below.



Figure 1. The allocation of N and NO.

Figure 2. The solution encoding and representation.
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–
 Mandatory workdays constraints. The fulltime nurses
must get one day off per week. Therefore, they need to
work six days in a week. Other special days off also
occurred that followed after the existence of N shifts.
–
 Covering constraints. The required number of nurses for
each shift and for each skill level in a day has to be met.
This is really a hard constraint and a unit would operate
inefficiently without it.
–
 Work stretch constraints. In the nurses personal
schedules, consecutive work days must not exceed
certain maximum days and must not be less than the
minimum days limit. If this constraint is violated, the
maximum work stretch will exhaust the nurses and the
minimum work stretch will create uneasiness and
reluctance on their part to go to work.
–
 Ordering constraints. The quality of the schedule is
reflected by the assigning of the shifts in a particular
order. Therefore, the nurses well-being can be assured.
The sequence of shifts in a day is in the order of
M!E!N. It meansMmust occur before E and Emust
occur before N. The reversed sequence is forbidden
because to respect themonotonic or circadian rhythmrule.
–
 Pre-assigned constraints. Three N shifts start the
assigned shifts in cyclic order. Then two nights off
(NO) days are assigned following the three night shifts, as
shown in Figure 1. Note that a nurse must have a day off
after working for three consecutive night shifts [16].
This pre-assigned constraint is in staggered and rotation
manner. Therefore, every nurse gets an equal number of
N shifts, in such a way that they are equitably distributed
throughout the planning horizon.
–
 Split days off constraints. Split days off is defined when
any two off days are separated by a single working day.
This formation is forbidden and needs to be avoided
because it promotes negative effects on the nurses, such
as feelings of unfairness, laziness and absenteeism [25].

There are several specifications that are considered in
this study such as the design of shifts, types of off days and
category of nurses.

–
 Design of shifts. The N shifts has assigned in cyclic order
in the beginning of the scheduling process, so theM andE
work stretches are assigned together, followed by this
assigning process. Therefore, it must observe the
distributions of M and E shifts across a scheduling
period. TheM and E shifts are expected to be equivalent
for each nurse.
–
 Types of off days. Three types of off days are: night off
day (NO), weekly off day (WO) and, public off day (PO).
The two NO is automatically followed by the three N
shifts for every cyclic order.WO is one day off weekly for
each nurse. Other types can be PO (holidays), which
generally are distributed in a year or some special
occasion holidays. It shows that consecutive days off are
much preferred by every nurse whenever possible.
–
 Categories of nurses. The ward represents a typical
scheduling problem evident in many large hospitals
throughout Malaysia, including privately operated and
teaching hospitals. The ward is determined to improve
the quality of services provided through the increase in
the number of higher skill grade staff and the freezing of
lower skill grade staff intake. Therefore, the whole staff
nurses are re-categorized into experienced and less
experienced sub-groups or also known as senior and
junior level [25].

3 Tabu search architecture

As a meta-heuristic approach, the TS technique consists of
building blocks which are identified as neighborhoods,
short term memory (embodied in the tabu list), long term
memory and aspiration criteria [20]. [18] defined that the
most important distinguishing property of the TS is the
exploitation of adaptive form of memory. These take the
form of short-term memory strategies (i.e., tabu list and
aspiration criteria) and long-term memory strategies (e.g.,
intensification and diversification). This section explains
on the solution representation, initialization strategy,
fitness evaluation, neighbourhood generation and tabu
search approach.

3.1 Solution representation

The construction of the nurse schedule is a two-
dimensional matrix configure, in which the rows represent
the nurse personal schedules (ni) and the columns represent
the days (dj) in the scheduling period as presented in
Figure 2. The row is divided into two levels; consisting of
the junior and senior levels. The number of nurses can be
adjusted. The dimensions of the matrix depend on the
number of nurses and the number of days. The elements
assigned in the matrix cells are representation of working
shifts and the appropriate off days.

3.2 Initialization of solution

In this paper, a semi random initialization is introduced
to get a high-quality initial solution to maximize the
satisfaction of nurse preferences. The semi-random
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initialization start is to give the nurses exactly the
schedules they want. This indicates the nurses assigned
towork in their rotations and any shifts that they requested.
Therefore, it can improve the job satisfaction among the
nurses and it can also meet the hospitals requirements.
All these allocations are based on the hard constraints as
discussed earlier in Section 2. To generate that initial
solution, some heuristics were used to develop flexible and
reliable solutions relevant to an actual hospital situation.

Firstly, the three N shifts start with the assignment in
cyclic order. Then the assignment of two NO days follows
the three N shifts. Next, oneWO day is assigned randomly
for every week. Assign in front of theWO day with one PO
day for every two weeks. Therefore, it can generate longer
consecutive days off such that it fulfils nurse preferences.

The other working shifts are M and E shifts which are
assigned together for each row in the schedule. They fill up
the empty cells randomly with M and E work stretches
based on circadian rules obtained from a list. This is also
depending on the available cell blocks and work stretch
constraints [25]. Every nurse is assigned the working shifts
with satisfying working shift type [16]. The patterns of M
and E shifts must satisfy the nurses preferences. Further-
more, the numbers ofM and E shifts are also equivalent for
every nurse.

The advantage of using this method is that it avoids the
violation of hard constraints whereas in other initialization
method such as greedy initialization, it cannot guarantee
that the hard constraints are not violated. Next, the
fitness evaluation is used to evaluate the completed
nurse schedule, as discussed in the following subsection.
The components count, record and give penalty values or
weights to the respective violations. The initial schedule
considered the hard violations and the weights are given to
the soft violation that occurs in the solution.

3.3 Fitness evaluation

The penalty levels set depend on the aspiration of the whole
workable schedule. However, this aspiration level can be
appropriately determined through the schedulers vast
experience (e.g. the head nurse). The objective function can
be presented in two aspects in which the targeted hard
requirements and soft preference constraints violation are
merged. The function can be viewed as the vertical and
horizontal checks of a schedule [25]. The general objective
function for the schedule f(s) is shown in equation (1), and
the weight penalty constraint type q is wq with the number
of constraints violation for type q in the schedule, where s
becomes:

MinfðsÞ ¼
Xz
q¼1

wqcqðsÞ ð1Þ

Cq(s) is the overall function in equation (2). The function in
equation (2) is embedded in equation (1). The number of
constraints violation for type p in the schedule is zero,
cq(s)= 0 if there is no violation constraint type q.
The description of function in equation (2) is given as
follows:
Decision variables:

bpim ¼ 1 if nurse i of skill level pworks shift_patternm
0 otherwise

�

cpiq ¼ 1 if constraint type q for skill level p in each day

j exists 0 otherwise

�

ciq ¼ 1 if constraint type q; ; exists for each nurse i
0 otherwise

�

Parameter:
I = number of nurses;
P = number of skill levels;
J = number of days in the scheduling period;
Q = number of constraint types;
M = number of possible shifts patterns;
wpim = weight or penalty cost for the relative decision

variable bpim;
wpjq = weight or penalty cost for the relative constraint

cpjq;
wiq = weight or penalty cost for the relative constraint

ciq;
Objective functions:
The fitness function is reflected in the following three

objectives as follows:
Objective 1: To minimize the imbalances of coverage

over the assignment of nurses in different shifts in a day in
each skill level. In other words, to maximize the number of
nurses assigned to each shift (nurse coverage) in each skill
level.

Objective 2: To minimize the nurses dislike (negative
preferences) over shifts arrangement.

Objective 3: Tominimize the deviation in the number of
different shifts arrangement for each nurse. In other word,
to ensure equitable shifts distribution.

Hence, the overall objective function Zs of a solution s is
the sum of three sub-functions as follows:

To minimize,

Zs ¼
XP
p¼1

XI
i¼1

XM
m¼1

wpimbpim þ
XP
p¼1

XJ
j¼1

XQ
q¼1

wpjqcpjq

þ
XI
i¼1

XQ
q¼1

wiqciq ð2Þ

Based on the intuitive judgment by [25], the relative
penalty costs are chosen in such a way that they reflect the
relative importance of dissatisfying different kinds of
constraint. The idea is that, the higher penalty cost, the
higher is the pressure for the TS operator to remove the
constraint, or even discards the affected individual.

The first objective is to minimize the imbalances of
coverage over the assignment of nurses in different shifts in
a day in each skill level. The penalty values, wpim are to
evaluate the relative decision variable of bpim where the
violation of each decision variable is given a value of 100.



Table 1. Evaluation constraints for every row.

Evaluation Constraints Penalty
Value

Different number of M and E is zero 0
Different number of M and E is 1 10
Different number of M and E is 2 20
Different number of M and E is 3 or more 100
After NO is off day 0
After NO is E 10
After NO is M 20
Before N is off day (WO, AO or PO) 0
Before N is M 10
Before N is E 50

Table 2. Evaluation constraints for every column.

Evaluation Constraints Penalty
Value

Number of M in the column is more than 3 0
Number of M in the column is 3 10
Number of M in the column is 2 20
Number of M in the column is 1 50
Number of M in the column is zero 100
Number of E in the column is more than 3 0
Number of E in the column is 3 10
Number of E in the column is 2 20
Number of E in the column is 1 50
Number of E in the column is zero 100
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The second objective of the algorithm is to minimize the
number of hard and soft constraint violations for each
nurse. The penalty values, wpjq are to evaluate constraints
for every row (nurse) and are given in Table 1. The total
number of the M and E shifts in a personal roster of the
nurses (the rows) should roughly be equivalent. Moreover,
the days off are strongly preferred to be consecutive in the
arrangement.

The third objective of the algorithm is to minimize the
number of hard and soft constraint violations for each day,
as shown in Table 2. The penalty values, wiq to evaluate
constraints for every column (day). There must be at least
3 nurses assigned for each shift type, for each nurse skill
level on each day. Hence, the high penalty is given if there is
less shift type in each day.
3.4 Neighborhood generation

This study introduced a special neighborhood generation
method in the TS algorithm, which is specific to the NRP.
Two ways of neighborhood generation process were
introduced which are the nurse skill level swap, W(l)
and shift pattern swap, W(p).
3.4.1 Nurses skill level swap

The first method is by swapping a row in junior skill level
with a row in senior skill level, which at the same time does
not violate night shift constraint. A row represent a
particular nurse roster throughout the scheduling period of
two weeks, as shown in Figure 3.

Nurse skill level swap, W(l) is done by swapping a row
in junior skill level with a row in senior skill level, which at
the same time does not violate the night shift constraint, a
row represent a particular nurse roster throughout the
scheduling period of two weeks. This is based on
assignment of at least three nurses for each shift type,
for each nurse skill level on each day. The nurse skill level
consists of both the senior level and junior level.
The possible problem which occurs in the two weeks of
NRP is not enough shift types for the nurse skill level.
There must be at least three nurses for every shift type
(morning, evening and night) in each day. The problem
occurs because the assigning work days and off days are in
row by row, considering the hard and soft constraints.
The night shift type is enough for each day because the
three night shifts are assigned in cyclic order. The other
types of work days such as the morning and evening shifts
are not enough for a few days, mainly for the senior nurse
level only because the number of senior nurse level is
smaller than the number of junior nurse level.

In order to execute enough shift types for the senior
nurse level, swapping the arrangement of work days and off
days is done. The swapping is done between the senior
nurse level with the senior nurse level and both nurses have
the same cyclic night shift order, as shown in Figure 3.

3.4.2 Shift pattern swap

The second way is shift pattern swap. In this swapping
method we exchange shift patterns with equivalent length.
The shifts types involve in the pattern are only M and E
shifts, as shown in Figure 4. The moves may be equivalent
to the total number of morning and evening shifts.

Next, choose the best neighbor with the minimum total
penalty. The unwanted schedule in the iteration will keep
in the empty tabu list. The length of tabu tenure is six.
Therefore, the sequence of unwanted schedule saves for a
while (short term memory) by first in and first out (FIFO)
keeping process [26,27]. Then, the unwanted schedule will
keep in the garbage if the tabu list is full. The unwanted
schedule in the tabu list can be used to the next iteration if
it is better in terms of the objective function value
compared to the current schedule. This process is called
aspiration criterion.

Themorning and evening shifts are assigned together in
the schedule. The pattern of shift pattern swap W(p) is
based on the nurse preferences. In this swappingmethodwe
exchange shift patterns with equivalent length. The shifts
types involve in the pattern are only M and E shifts.
The problem occurs because there are many available
patterns of morning and evening shifts which are assigned
to a null cell in the initial schedule. The total number of



Figure 3. The possible representation of solution W(l) for a partial solution.

Figure 4. The possible representation of solution W(p) for a partial solution.

Figure 5. The possible representation of solution W(p) for a
partial solution.
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morning and evening shifts in a few personal rosters is not
roughly equivalent. The way to execute this problem is by
moving between the two patterns of morning and evening
shifts that is the same number of morning and evening shift
blocks and different personal roster, as shown in Figure 5.
The moves may be equivalent to the total number of
morning and evening shifts.

All the hard and soft constraints are considered at all
moves (neighborhood). The number of shift types
(morning, evening and night) may be roughly balanced
in each personal roster (nurse) and in each day.
Figure 6. The proposed tabu search algorithm for nurse rostering
problem.
3.5 Tabu list

Figure 6 shows the process of tabu list in the TS algorithm.
Once the iteration started, a sequence of several schedules
was generated by the neighborhood process. Then, the next
iteration was continued by generating the best schedule
from the current neighborhood process. The empty tabu
list, t will keep the unwanted schedule in the iteration.



Figure 7. The ‘best so far’ schedule sample.
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The length of suggested list (tabu tenure) is six lists [26,27].
Therefore, the sequence of unwanted schedule was saved a
while (short term memory) by first in and first out (FIFO)
keeping processes. Then, the unwanted schedule will keep
in the garbage if the tabu list is full. The unwanted schedule
in the tabu list can be used to the next iteration if it is better
compared to the current schedule, and this process is called
the aspiration criterion.
3.6 Aspiration criterion

Figure 6 shows the process of aspiration criterion in the TS
algorithm. The aspiration criterion process is started
once the iteration process is set. This process begins with
choosing the minimum unwanted schedule in the tabu
list (minA

0
i). Then, compare the minimum unwanted

schedule (minA
0
i) with the current best schedule

(minAi). If the unwanted schedule in the tabu list is
better than the current best schedule (minA

0
i < minAi),

the minA
0
i schedule is be chosen to create the neighbor-

hood process and vice versa. This procedure is adopted
from [20].
4 Implementation and result

The TS model is tested for 30 samples of different initial
schedules. This model searches for the best feasible solution
based on objective function. The operation stopped until
there is no more improvement to the current local optimum
schedule, after several consecutive iterations. The best so far
schedule sample in the experiment is shown in Figure 7.
The initial solution is improved through the neighborhood
generation process for a number of iterations. The initial
solution, 1230 is improved to the best solution grand total
penalty is 1040. Figure 8 shows the grand total penalty from
starting initial solution (1230) to thebest solution (1040)and
there is no more improvement after 111 iterations.
4.1 Comparison techniques

The performance of the proposed TS model is compared
with the manual result schedule and was provided by the
one of the general hospitals. This is an actual nurse
schedule and original problem that had been developed by
the head nurse. Moreover, the original problem parameters



Figure 8. The sample grand total penalty.

Table 3. Results based on different criteria for models comparison (TS model= our approach, MA model=Memetic
Algorithm model by Ramli (2004) and HG model=manual approach).

Criteria Measurements TS model MA model HG model

Coverage 1. Minimum coverage requirement met. Yes Yes Yes
2. Balanced coverage provided. Moderate Moderate No

Quality 1. Equalization of night shift rotation among staff. Fair Fair Fair
2. Equalization of other shifts distribu- tions
in particular period.

Moderate Moderate Not fair

3. Violation of not more than six days work stretch. No No Yes
4. Violation of circadian ordering. No No Yes
5. Existence of single day work stretch. No No Yes
6. Ability to assign public holidays in their designated
week or the follow- ing week.

Yes Yes No

Flexibility 1. Adapting to change in staffing level. Easy Easy Moderate
2. Privilege to have choice in selecting
final roster as wanted

Yes Yes No

Cost 1. The required to construct a roster About 1 minute About
12 minutes

3–8 hours

2. Category of staff required to
con- struct the roster

Any senior staff Any senior
staff

Head nurse/
Assistant
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were reconstructed and fed into the TS technique system.
Furthermore, the TS model was also compared with the
Memetic Algorithm (MA) model. This model was devel-
oped by [25]. Besides, the TS model has considered the
constraints excerpted from this literature.

Table 3 shows the summary of the whole results.
The comparison for each result based on manual result.
The results for the human generated (HG) technique were
made possible after a series of long observations and
discussions with the hospitals management. The results for
theMAmodel were discovered from the best so far schedule
shown in [25].

Table 3 shows the results based on different criteria for
models comparison. This table only answers the questions
qualitatively. The manual or HG model and the MAmodel
are compared to our proposed TS technique. This HG
technique is currently practiced in many general and
private hospitals throughout Malaysia.
Coverage is measured based on the violation of the hard
constraints. Each model considered the hard constraint in
the initial schedule process. The ability of the approach to
satisfy the minimum coverage requirements of the staffing
is such as a nurse is allowed to work only one shift a day.
Yes for every model because every schedule fulfills the
objective. Furthermore, in terms of the ability of each
scheduling approach to provide balanced coverage is such
as to ensure that each work shift is provided with the
correct number of nurses, so that any workload could be
distributed fairly and evenly.Moderately balanced for both
TS and MA models because these approaches satisfied the
covering constraint in the initial process, however, they
need to be adjusted in the final stage of the process. It is
time consuming for the HG model to satisfy the covering
constraints since it is done manually. Therefore, the HG
model is given No for balanced coverage criterion.

Then, quality is measured based on the violation of the
soft constraints. It can be the most important criterion for
our judgment as it relates to the perceived value of the
roster to the nurses. In our case, there are lists of attributes,
which both TS and MA models consider under this
criterion as many as possible in the initial schedule process.
Therefore, the TS and MA models are given the positive
answer compared to the HG model. Both TS and MA
models are Moderately fair because these models
attempted to distribute shifts equally in as much as
possible.

While flexibility was measured in terms of how flexible
each scheduling approach was in adapting to change in the
scheduling environment. The common changes are the ones
that involve the staffing level requirements. This TS model
can adjust the number of nurses for the senior or junior
level.
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Finally, the real cost is not relevant to this scheduling
environment, it was satisfying to measure the cost in terms
of the time required to construct this bi-weekly roster using
each scheduling approach. In addition, the cost was also
measured in terms of the available category of the nursing
staff required to construct the roster under each approach.
Both TS and MA models used computerized process.
Therefore, any senior staff can construct the nurse
schedule. In addition, these models required less amount
of time in constructing the nurse schedule as compared to
the HG model. Nevertheless, TS shows faster than the MA
since TS is a local search-based approach which requires
only a single initial solution to be evaluated and improved
iteratively while MA is a population-based approach which
incorporates multiple initial solutions.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the nurse scheduling system is developed
and can generate the diversification of the nurse
schedule improvement. The combination of the two
different neighborhoods has been implemented to improve
the generation of the nurse schedule diversification.
The adoption of the innovative neighbour generation
heuristics has helped in the diversification of solution search.
The rostering process took a short time to generate effective
and efficient rosters satisfyingbothhard and soft constraints
relevant to the problem.The system is able to fulfil circadian
rhythmorderingwhengenerating rosters thus, satisfying the
body clock requirement which helps to avoid body fatigue.
Moreover, it is also able to schedule shift work within the
policy day limit which in turn promotes fairness to nurses.
The rostering system is efficient and able to properly utilize
the nursing manpower. Thus, it is able to minimize cost in
term of idle staff. The system can be used to assist nurse
managers in generating shift work rosters for nurses in a
hospital unitwhithin limited time.Overall, rosters produced
through the proposed TS technique are of high quality and
without bias. In this sense, it is certainly better than the
manually constructed rosters. In future, this TS technique
can be enhanced by hybridizing it with other population-
based techniques [11,13,14] since it shows promising results
in solvingNRP.Furthermore,we intend to test the proposed
approach on other benchmark datasets of NRP.
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